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ABSTRACT
Geodashboards are often designed with explanatory elements guiding
users. These elements (e.g. legends or annotations) need to be carefully
designed to mitigate split attention or information integration issues. In
this paper, we report expert interviews followed by a controlled
experiment where we compare two interface designs with a focus on
the split attention effect: (1) a multiple-legend layout with explanatory
elements located next to each view, and (2) a single-legend layout with
all explanatory elements gathered in one place. Different legend layouts
did not affect the performance, but affected user satisfaction. 75% of
the participants preferred the multiple-legend layout, and rated it with
a higher usability score, mainly attributing this preference to the
proximity of legend elements to the view of interest. Eye tracking data
strongly and clearly verifies that participants indeed make use of the
proximity: With the single-legend, the majority of eye-movement
transitions were between the single-legend and the closest view to the
legend, whereas with multiple-legend participants have shorter and
more frequent legend visits, as well as more transitions between
legends and views. Taken together, the design lesson we learned from
this experiment can be summarized as ‘split the legend elements, but
make it close to the explained elements’.
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1. Introduction

Analytical dashboards (Kraak et al. 2020), in the form of coordinated and multiple views (CMVs),
are commonly used to facilitate the visual exploration of multidimensional geographical data to
support decision-making processes (Andrienko et al. 2020). Such dashboards are an alternative
to showing multiple data components in separate displays or when they cannot be effectively
shown in a single display (Edsall 2003). CMVs consist of multiple views connected with coordinated
interaction techniques such as brushing and linking (Rahman 2017). Such interaction techniques
enhance selection across multiple data displays, as well as filtering, conditioning or common sym-
bolization (Andrienko et al. 2020). Coordinated data display integrate various visualization types –
such as maps, graphs, plots, and charts (Roberts 2007) – which provide users with various
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perspectives and insights into data (Andrienko et al. 2020). While beneficial, visual analytics dash-
boards with CMVs might provide too much information, thus requiring additional cognitive effort
and attentional processing compared to a single display (Chandler and Sweller 1991; Baldonado,
Woodruff, and Kuchinsky 2000). This is similar to the geospatial data; even though geovisual ana-
lytics dashboards with CMVs enable insights into composite datasets, some users may find them
difficult and discouraging due to visual complexity and a high cognitive load. To decode multiple
visual displays effectively and efficiently, and to interpret them in the knowledge generation process,
a well-considered legend design is of utmost importance (Dykes, Wood, and Slingsby 2010).

Typically, explanatory elements such as legends or annotations help understand how to interpret
information and work with a tool, e.g. for decoding map symbols, or selecting a data subset in a
complex parallel coordinate plot (PCP). Therefore, when developing a geodashboard, legend-like
display elements should be designed carefully, and, ideally, backed up by empirical evidence.
The insights into how to guide users regarding symbology and interaction on a geovisual analytics
dashboard are difficult to separate, since the two are closely interrelated, i.e. visualization can be a
means to interaction (Çöltekin et al. 2019) and interactions might require visualizing for
discoverability.

Given the above, to contribute to the body of knowledge on the design of legend layouts for geo-
visual analytics tools, we designed and empirically evaluated two ways of organizing legend-like
elements on a geodashboard. Such elements can be organized either as separate multiple legends
scattered around the interface or as a single legend. Multiple legends could be located within (or
next to) each corresponding view, whereas a single legend could act as a ‘control panel’, with
legend-like elements collected from all data displays and grouped in one place. While these two
legend layouts are conceptually contradictory, they both have strengths. In the first solution (mul-
tiple legends), users may benefit from the proximity of the legends to the data displays of interest. In
turn, the second approach (single legend) follows the recommendation of Schnürer, Sieber, and
Çöltekin (2015) on functional grouping within an interface. However, to the best of our knowledge,
the GIScience domain lacks comparative studies that would provide scientists, practitioners,
designers and mapmakers with empirical evidence that would help gain a good understanding of
which approach is helpful and desired by geodashboard users.

In sum, we aim to increase our understanding of how legends and legend-like display elements
can be successfully designed in the context of geodashboards. The knowledge gained from this
empirical study will contribute towards developing design recommendations that effectively sup-
port users in decision-making with visual analytics tools.

2. Previous work

2.1. Legend design for geovisual analytics tools

Geospatial dashboards (or geodashboards) provide insights into geographically referenced data sets
(Bernasocchi, Çöltekin, and Gruber 2012). Referring to Badard and Dubé (2009), Jing et al. (2019)
define a geodashboard as ‘a web-based interactive interface that is supported by a platform combin-
ing mapping, spatial analysis, and visualization with proven business intelligence tools’ (2).

In the era of big data and smart cities, geodashboards are expected to handle increasingly more
complex data, including real-time data. The ability to process and present complex mutli-variate
real-time data is of critical importance to decision-making processes for well-informed and timely
actions, e.g. in an air traffic control room or an emergency management situation (Björkbom et al.
2013). Currently, geodashboards are applied in a wide scope of use cases such as urban area man-
agement (Stehle and Kitchin 2020), geospatial dataset quality and provenance (Figgemeier, Henzen,
and Rümmler 2021) or global pandemic development (Dong, Du, and Gardner 2020). Dashboards
continue to evolve. Besides technological developments, analytical models, as well as data-driven
and indicator-driven managerialism (Jing et al. 2019), there is still an active need for investigating
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optimal techniques to visualize multivariate data from a cognitive point of view (Schnürer et al.
2020). Visualization types and design have been studied extensively from the perspectives of user
evaluation (Koua, MacEachren, and Kraak 2006; Opach and Rød 2014) and selection principles
(Few 2006; Pappas and Whitman 2011). Similarly, an interface design was also considered often
in previous work (Çöltekin, Pettit, and Wu 2015; Rahman 2017; Çöltekin et al. 2019; Popelka
et al. 2019; Andrienko et al. 2020), but explanatory elements are often overlooked.

It has been empirically demonstrated that explanatory elements are of high importance for users:
Those who ‘learn’ dashboards focus their visual attention on explanatory elements for the longest
time and most frequently (Golebiowska, Opach, and Rød 2020). The proper design of legend
elements is highly important to prevent distraction and splitting user attention (Opach, Gołę-
biowska, and Fabrikant 2014), and subtle changes in the legend organization can affect user per-
formance in map-reading tasks (Çöltekin et al. 2017). In light of the previous work and based on
an empirical evaluation, Popelka et al. (2019) offer recommendations for designers of geovisual ana-
lytics tools, among which they posit that a legend is an important feature. This is further confirmed
by efforts where researchers offer new solutions for where to place explanatory elements in an inter-
active environment (Dykes, Wood, and Slingsby 2010). Jing et al. (2019), bringing the explanatory
elements also in focus, examine layout patterns applied in dashboards i.e. row-column array, menu
style, and filter style. The Row-column array pattern is helpful for an overview of key data par-
ameters (Kraak et al. 2020), a menu style can offer an in-depth analysis of specific themes, whereas
the filter style is beneficial for synthetic analyses (Jing et al. 2019). The menu and filter styles can
contain separate control panels that support important data handling by a user, making analyses
and filtering of data presented in other parts of the interface more discoverable. Such separate con-
trol panels can also serve as explanatory elements that support a user. Lewis, Haroz, and Ma (2006)
empirically evaluated the impact of multiple views layouts (evenly divided, with a large primary
view surrounded by smaller views and user-controlled). The authors were surprised by the lack
of impact of multiple views layout on user performance though a ‘single-legend’ i.e. a control
panel with explanatory elements was also constantly present between tested layouts, which
makes it difficult to surmise a comparative outcome.

While considering explanatory elements for geodashboards (i.e. dashboards with map displays),
design recommendations can be largely built on traditional cartography, in which the legend design
has been investigated by a vast volume of research. Map legends are discussed in (nearly) every car-
tography handbook (e.g. Robinson et al. 1995; Slocum et al. 2022). Also, empirical research has
repeatedly addressed legend design in maps (e.g. Li and Qin 2014; Gołębiowska 2015; Çöltekin
et al. 2017; Edler et al. 2020). The geodashboards also require properly designed legends since
these types of tool visualize spatial data. An explanation is, therefore, needed for graphic encoding
and applied interaction, and these explanatory elements need to be designed within an interface.
However, geodashboards (or CMV geovisualizations) differ from traditional maps. Including
only one legend while geodashboards consist of several views can create a conflict in design
decisions: Would each view need its own legend or legend-like explanatory elements, or is it
sufficient to have a single legend?

A single legend aiming at explaining several data displays, to some extent, may resemble a com-
mon legend of multiple maps of a geographical atlas. Such a single shared legend acts like an index
of symbols, meant to help users decode the visual language used on many maps included in the
atlas. Similar solutions have been examined also in digital atlases. For instance, after an empirical
evaluation of five graphical user interfaces designed for a digital atlas, Schnürer, Sieber, and Çölte-
kin (2015) recommended functional grouping and clustering tools instead of scattering them across
the layout. This recommendation was formulated based on the outcome of a single-view layout
evaluation; however, grouping explanatory elements instead of scattering them across a geodash-
board potentially provides advantages. First of all, access to all explanatory elements in one place
limits the need for seeking explanations in various places, and thus, directs the user’s attention
to one place, and decreases the risk of omitting important parts of the guidance. Grouping also
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emphasizes the approach of a coherent tool with closely connected elements (views). As demon-
strated empirically (Golebiowska, Opach, and Rød 2017), users treat a coordinated geovisualization
as a whole and refer to different views of a geodashboard at different stages of a single task. How-
ever, grouping explanatory elements may cause split attention, which is not the case in the alterna-
tive solution, i.e. with multiple legends located in several parts of the interface to assist individual
views of dashboards.

2.2. Split attention

Having multiple visual displays (such as in visual analytics dashboards) may bring a risk of split
attention, i.e. a challenge and impairment in learning that requires integrating information from
different sources (Mayer 2001). Harrower (2007) pointed out that the integration can happen as
a spatial contiguity effect (for materials separated by space) or a temporal contiguity effect (across
time). The integration causes an additional cognitive effort and requires the use of working mem-
ory, which has limited capacity. Miller’s (1956) seminal paper ‘magical number seven ± two’ defines
the number of unique items that can be held in working memory as seven plus minus two, depend-
ing on people’s cognitive abilities and context. For statistical maps that contain arbitrary classes,
cartography experts recommend binning the data using seven classes, which can be traced back
to Miller’s (1956) paper. More recent work on attention and visual experience suggests that this
number might be closer to four (Rensink 2002).

Split attention occurs with visual displays that require looking at two or more things. Not only
multiple-view visualizations, but a visualization with captions and annotations (Kalyuga, Chandler,
and Sweller 1999), or a map with a legend can also lead to split attention. As shown empirically
(Chandler and Sweller 1991; Mayer 2001), multimedia is most effective if the assisting material
(e.g. images, explanations) is located close to each other, and related to each other in a clear
way. It is, therefore, postulated that the explanatory material should be physically integrated (e.g.
labels and instructions should be placed directly on a graph instead of a legend), visually clued
on linking (Griffin and Robinson 2015) and/or located close to each other. This recommendation
is in line with one of the Gestalt principles (Moore and Fitz 1993; Yigitbasioglu and Velcu 2012;
Soegaard 2016; Ye, Xue, and Lin 2021) i.e. proximity. The proximity principle suggests that
elements located close to each other are perceived as a group that belongs together.

Split attention was also empirically investigated concerning spatial data presentation of different
kinds (e.g. Brügger, Fabrikant, and Çöltekin 2017; Schnürer et al. 2020). Outcomes from these
studies partially confirm the recommendation on proximity that mitigates the effort of split atten-
tion. For example, for bicycle maps showing elevation change, when additional information was
incorporated in one map (intrinsic symbolization) participants performed faster and gave more
accurate responses than extrinsic symbolization which splits the information into separate elements
(Brügger, Fabrikant, and Çöltekin 2017). In a study about 3D pie-charts that integrate two variables
(proportion and magnitude) vs. split side-by-side 2D charts, Schnürer et al. (2020) find an advan-
tage of proximity only for map-related tasks. In the same study, identifying maximum values and
estimating proportions was easier with a split display (two side-by-side 2D charts) for the partici-
pants than with 3D charts.

Given that split attention is a threat to multiple views displays manifested in different settings
and contexts, we investigate it in this paper in connection to legend design in geodashboards.

3. User studies

While our overarching goal is to investigate the role of legend design in geodashboards, in this study
we focus on two specific types of legend layouts (Figure 1) in a controlled lab experiment. We
selected climate data as our focus, and software called ClimRes as our baseline visual analytics
environment due to its rich interface, which was developed to explore and analyze insurance
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data in connection with climate change (https://www.ntnu.edu/geography/climres, Opach and Rød
2018). Before the controlled experiment, we conducted in-depth expert interviews to understand
and document the processes involved in the context of our experiment. In this section we present
the expert interviews that inform our experiment design and the experiment design itself.

3.1. Expert interviews

We conducted a series of semi-structured interviews with insurance experts to better understand
how they work, and thus, develop the experimental stimuli and tasks with a degree of ecological
validity. Specifically, we designed the interviews to learn how spatio-temporal insurance compen-
sation data are typically analyzed and to investigate the most important characteristics and patterns
searched by experts when analyzing data. Consequently, we interviewed four experts (2 females and
2 males) from the largest insurance companies in Poland, each with over 10-year experience in data

Figure 1. The tested tool with a multiple-legend layout (a) and a single-legend layout (b). Legend elements are marked with
green areas: map key, metrics buttons, metrics drop-down list & timeline, county search (please refer to online colour version
of the figure).
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analysis, data science, and business intelligence. We conducted the interviews online, and sessions
lasted approximately 45 min each. In the first stage of the interview, we asked interviewees about
their professional duties; the data types they analyze, their purpose for conducting the analysis,
and which visualizations they use to support their work. In the second stage, experts examined
the ClimRes interface and offered us insights on what they considered ‘representative tasks’ linking
the ClimRes interface to their work. Based on the insights from the interviews (elaborated in Section
3.2.4 Tasks), we finalized the design of the controlled experiment.

3.2. Controlled experiment

3.2.1. Study design
Inspired by previous work, we hypothesized that, in amultiple-legend layout (Figure 1(a)), the proxi-
mity of legends to relevant views would bring benefit as it should limit split attention, should chunk
the explanations into smaller pieces of information, and thus reduce the effort to retrieve information
from a single, merged legend. The redundancy, i.e. repeating the information presented in a visual-
ization, has been discussed with regard to its advantages and disadvantages (Shortridge and Welch
1982). There is empirical evidence regarding the positive consequences of redundancy, and it is suc-
cessfully used in e.g. effective accenting in visual storytelling (Roth 2021; Song et al. 2022). The mul-
tiple-legend layout follows the recommendation on proximity of explanatory elements to the
explained elements (Mayer 2001) and explicitly chunks into pieces information brought by explana-
tory elements, and, therefore, might be helpful for the limited capacity of working memory.

Conversely, an alternative hypothesis is that the effort connected with integrating information
from explanatory elements scattered all over the interface would negatively affect user performance
(and user attitude) toward the multiple-legend layout, thus a single legend may be recommendable.
This approach in interface design results in functional grouping recommended by Schnürer, Sieber,
and Çöltekin (2015) and follows the solution applied in geographical atlases. Grouping all explana-
tory elements in one place may improve searching for a needed element since, instead of gazing all
over the interface, a user might refer to the same place. This solution avoids redundancy but, by
gathering in one place many elements, does not take advantage of chunking information to support
its handling.

Given the above hypotheses, our main independent variables in this experiment are the two lay-
outs of the same tool with multiple legends and a single legend (Figure 1). We also included the task
type as an independent variable. As dependent variables, we collected objective metrics (response
time, response accuracy, and eye-tracking), as well as subjective (confidence, preference, system
usability scale). We used a mixed factorial design where layout and task types were within-subject
factors, and a free exploration task was a between-subject factor. For the within-subject factors
(where each participant solved the same question twice, using the two legend layouts), to prevent
the learning or fatigue effect, the task order was randomized using a balanced Latin square. There-
fore, the order of tasks was systematically rotated between participants to counterbalance any order
effects such as learning or fatigue: A particular task appeared equally often in each order (first,
second, etc.) in the sequence of tasks, and a particular task preceded another task the same number
of times. Similarly, the stimuli (i.e. the two layouts) were rotated too. Every next task was solved
with a different layout than the one used in the preceding task. Moreover, layout type (multiple-
legend or single-legend) was randomized for the free examination task, as well as the sequence
of presented layout during the training session.

3.2.2. Materials: stimuli and instruments
In the interviews, experts stated that they regularly use visualizations of different kinds (including
interactive ones) to explore multivariate spatio-temporal data, as well as to present and report con-
ducted analyses. Accordingly, we designed our multiple- and single-legend layouts in two modified
versions of the ClimRes geodashboard (Opach and Rød 2018). The coordinated multiple views in
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these layouts support the examination of insurance compensation payments due to losses caused by
extreme events in Norway: storms, floods, water intrusions, landslides, and storm surges. Insurance
data include number of claims, total compensation payment, compensation payment per capita,
and compensation payment per claim. All indices are presented annually in the 38-year period
(1980–2018). Both interfaces consist of three views: a thematic map (choropleth or proportional
symbol map, depending on the presented metric type), a bar graph, and a table. Additionally, a sta-
tus box view presents data for multiple extreme events once. The two tested layouts keep the same
functionality in terms of exploration of the same spatio-temporal data; however, they differ regard-
ing the location and organization of explanatory elements within the interface (green areas in
Figure 1(a,b)). The data can be explored by selecting metrics: type of extreme events, type of insur-
ance data, and year. The selection can be conducted using drop-down lists and/or buttons. Further-
more, a user can select a particular county from the list and can search for a municipality using a
search box. The thematic map is assisted with a map key explaining the symbolization on the map:
hues when presenting a choropleth map and circle sizes when presenting a proportional circle map.

A multiple-legend layout (Figure 1(a)) has explanatory elements scattered across the interface,
located close to corresponding views, i.e. map key and drop-down lists with metrics located within
a map view; metric buttons are located directly above the graph view. As a result, the same func-
tionality is replicated in different views. For example, the selections of extreme event type and insur-
ance data are located within the map view (as drop-down lists) and next to the graph view (as
buttons). In the single-legend layout (Figure 1(b)), explanatory elements are gathered in a separate
panel placed at the bottom of the interface. Metrics for extreme event type and insurance data can
be selected using only drop-down lists.

The stimuli were presented on a 17′′ screen size with 1920 × 1980 resolution. The tasks were pre-
sented in the Chrome web browser, questions were displayed next to the tested tool. The eye move-
ment data were collected using a TobiiX120 eye tracker with the recording resolution set to 120 Hz.
Data analysis was conducted using TobiiStudio 3.3.2 and SPSS 28.

3.2.3. Participants
In total, 42 participants took part in the study (aged 23–30, average 25.7 years old, SD 1.96), coun-
terbalanced for biological sex (52% female and 48% male). All of them were graduate students in
geoinformatics at the Faculty of Geography and Regional Studies, University of Warsaw, Poland,
holding at least a Bachelor’s degree in geography. Almost half of the participants (45%) were geoin-
formatics majors and completed most of the courses, whereas 55% of participants already com-
pleted an MSc in geoinformatics. 95% declared that they worked with interactive maps, and
among this group, 57% used and made maps at work whereas 24% used maps at work (but, did
not make maps). None of the participants was familiar with the tested tool. Participants were
screened for color vision deficiency with Ishihara color plates (Lee and Honson 2003). One partici-
pant had color vision deficiency, but because their responses did not deviate from other partici-
pants, they were not excluded from further data analysis.

3.2.4. Tasks
In the course of the experiment, each participant used the ClimRes tool, elicited necessary infor-
mation, and answered eight questions (Table 1) representing four task types classified by Knapp
(1995): identify, locate, compare, and associate. The eight tasks were designed to refer to configur-
ations corresponding to a seminal triad framework by Peuquet (1994): (1) explore objects that are
present at a given location at a given time (when + where→what); (2) explore times that a given
object occupied a given location (where + what→when); and (3) explore locations occupied by a
given object at a given time (when + what→where). Additionally, to eventually investigate the spon-
taneous use of the tool, and for training purposes, participants conducted a 3-minute free explora-
tion task (Yarbus 1967) at the beginning of the study. Based on the expert interviews, we modified
our predefined questions to (1) reflect a search for temporal patterns (Table 1, Task 5), especially
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Table 1. Task types and questions used in the study.

Task type
(Knapp 1995)

Question
code Question

Triad framework (Peuquet 1994)

What? Where? When?

Identify T1: identify1 What was the compensation payment per claim in Bergen in 2013 due to the storm surge? searched defined defined
T2: identify2 How many claims were submitted in Narvik in 2010 due to water intrusion? searched defined defined

Locate T3: locate1 Which municipality noted in 1994 the highest total compensation payment (in NOK) due to floods? defined searched defined
T4: locate2 Verify if the municipality with the highest compensation payment due to water intrusion in 2018 per capita in the county of

Troms, has access to the seashore.
defined searched defined

Compare T5:
compare1

What temporal trend (increase/decrease) can you recognize in terms of total compensation payment due to storms in Sunndal? defined defined searched

T6:
compare2

In 2000, extensive investments were undertaken in Oslo to mitigate flood risk. Can you see the impact of these actions reflected
in flood-related metrics in the following years?

searched defined defined

Associate T7:
associate1

Looking at the whole country of Norway, can you distinguish regions with municipalities that repeatedly received higher values
of total compensation payment with regard to storms in the period 2010–2018?

defined searched defined

T8:
associate2

Indicate one common characteristic in terms of location of the municipalities with compensation payment per capita above 1 K
NOK due to flood in 2007.

defined searched defined
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searching for a reference time point (Task 6), (2) search for spatial patterns (Tasks 7 and 8), and (3)
searching for extreme values or anomalies (Tasks 3 and 4).

3.2.5. Procedure
Experiment sessions took place in the eye-tracking lab at the Faculty of Geography and Regional
Studies, University of Warsaw. The overview of the procedure is depicted in Figure 2. The study
was approved by the Ethics Board at the Faculty of Geography and Regional Studies, University
of Warsaw.

Upon arrival, participants signed a consent form, were introduced to the eye tracking setup, and
were given an explanation of the general purpose of the study. After calibrating the eye tracker, the
participants were randomly assigned one of the two legend-layout versions for the 3-min free
exploration task. This allowed participants to get experience with the tool. Following this, partici-
pants were explicitly trained to use ClimRes (and the two legend layouts in alternating order) for
approximately 10 min to correct for any differences in experience using similar software. The train-
ing procedure was standardized for all participants. After the training session, participants solved
the set of eight tasks (Table 1) twice (in randomized order): with multiple- and single-legend layouts
(in alternated order). Directly after responding to each question, participants rated their confidence
in their answer (1: ‘I am not confident in my response’ to 5 ‘I am confident in my response’). After
answering all questions, participants were asked to state their preferred layout and justify their
choice verbally. In the end, participants filled in the questionnaires for the system usability scale
(SUS, Brooke 1996) and for demographic and background information. After completing the entire
experiment, we gave participants a coffee voucher as a thank-you gift for participation.

4. Data analysis

We analyzed the collected data using mostly quantitative, and some qualitative, methods. We
excluded some of the data from the analysis reported in this paper. Specifically, we excluded the
data from the free examination task as they exceed the scope of this study, and we excluded two
eye movement recordings with data loss higher than 30% where both participants had specific
eye vision deficits. In the same vein, we examined outliers, and found none, neither in response
accuracy nor in response time.

After the data verification phase, we analyzed the SEE (Satisfaction, Effectiveness, and Efficiency)
performance, i.e. the standard usability metrics (ISO 9241-11:2018 n.d.). We report participants’
response accuracy as effectiveness, response time as efficiency, response confidence, layout prefer-
ence as well as the SUS ratings as (direct or indirect) satisfaction metrics. SUS is a widely known
and often applied tool, including in geovisualization contexts (e.g. Çöltekin et al. 2009), to measure

Figure 2. The procedure of the empirical study.
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user attitudes and system preferences. The participants filled out a validated Polish translation of the
SUS that was made according to the procedure of psychological test adaptation (Borkowska and Jach
2017). Furthermore, we analyzed eye movement data that we collected to get insights into visual
attention on relevant areas of the interface (i.e. legends and views) through participants’ fixation dur-
ation, the number of visits in AOIs, visit duration, and transitions between AOIs. Eye tracking has
been widely used in many disciplines spanning several decades, including GIScience and human–
computer interaction (e.g. Jacob and Karn 2003; Çöltekin et al. 2009; Bragger et al. 2022), and has
been recognized as a useful approach for examining (geo)visualizations, whether they are static
(Kuchinke et al. 2016; Edler et al. 2020) or interactive (Golebiowska, Opach, and Rød 2017). The
‘mind-eye hypothesis’ (Nielsen and Pernice 2010) posits that people tend to look at things they are
thinking about, i.e. cognitive processes are connected with eye movements, thus interpreting visual
behavior could give insights into information processing (Just and Carpenter 1976). In eye-tracking
terminology, fixation is a long-enough gaze duration where the nervous system is able to capture the
visual information, whereas during saccadic movements most information is discarded (Holmqvist
et al. 2011; Duchowski 2017). Fixations are often used as a measure of cognitive processing, for
instance, it is often assumed that more fixations may indicate a less efficient search strategy, whereas
longer fixations may indicate difficulty with the display (e.g. if a label or a symbol is not easy to deci-
pher) or, conversely, objects that are interesting (e.g. if a specific area packs all the relevant infor-
mation) (Çöltekin et al. 2009; Rayner 2009). Fixation duration measures the sum of the duration
of each fixation within an AOI. Since fixation thresholds are not fully established (vary between 50
and 500 milliseconds in the related work, as reported by Bojko 2006 and Çöltekin et al. 2009), visit
counts are also used as a statistical measure. Visit count measures the number of ‘visits’ within an
AOI, whereas a visit is defined as the time interval between the first fixation on the AOI and the
end of the last fixation within the same active AOI where there have been no fixations outside the
AOI. Visit durationmeasures the duration of each visit within an AOI. Total visit durationmeasures
the duration of all visits within an AOI (Tobii Studio User’s Manual 2016).

We also examined the frequency of use of interactive elements and qualitatively analyzed par-
ticipants’ verbal justification when indicating the preferred layout.

4.1. Performance and confidence analyses

In general, response accuracy was high (Figure 3(a)), ranging from 60.0% (T8_associate2) up to
97.5% (T5_compare1) (Figure 4(a), see Table 2 for details). Both identify tasks (T1–2), both locate

Figure 3. Participants’ average performance and confidence by legend layout.
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tasks (T3–4) and T5_compare1 yielded an accuracy of 70% and higher. For more complex tasks,
such as both associate tasks (T7–8) and T6_compare2, response accuracy was under 70%.

We observed no statistically significant differences in participant performance (accuracy and
speed) or confidence when we compared the measures for multiple-legend vs. single-legend layout
(Figure 3).

Comparing multiple-legend vs. single-legend conditions, for the data shown in Figure 3, McNe-
mar’s test for related samples (df = 1, N = 40) showed no statistically significant difference (p > 0.05)
for response accuracy (see Suppl. mat. Table 1 for details). Similarly, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test
did not yield significant differences neither for response time (all tasks: p > 0.05), and showed small
effect sizes (r < 0.02) (see Suppl. mat. Table 1 for details), nor for confidence (p > .05, small effect
size r < .02). In sum, we observed no main effects of multiple- and single-legend conditions
when we examined participants’ performance and confidence with them.

At the task level, we did not see an effect of the two display types (Figure 4). Figure 4 also shows
that participants were highly confident about the given responses (the mean level of confidence for
all tasks was above 4 where the maximum was 5). Our analyses based on exploratory variables (bio-
logical sex, expertise, and age) did not yield statistically significant differences in accuracy or
confidence.

4.2. Eye-tracking analysis

We divided both multiple- and single-legend layouts into Areas of Interest (AOI) representing
Views (the three panels where the data are presented: map, graph, and table), and Legends (display
elements where symbology and interactive functions were explained). In the multiple-legend lay-
out, AOI Legend was fragmented and scattered across the display (green-turquoise areas in Figure
5 left) compared to the single-legend layout (Figure 5 right). However, in both layouts, the total area
of Legends and Views had similar shares in the screen space. AOI Views consisted of three views (a
map, a graph, and a table) and a status box that covered 68.0% of the interface area in the multiple-

Figure 4. Participants’ average performance and confidence by task (error bars: ± 2SEM).
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legend layout and 69.3% in the single-legend layout. AOI Legend consisted of an attribute selection
control panel (the type of hazard, the type of insurance data, and the year), a map key and a county
list. AOI Legend is covered in the multiple-legend layout, 30.5% of the interface space, and 29.1%, in
the single-legend layout.

Furthermore, due to the redundancies of interactive control elements in the multiple-legend lay-
out (buttons and drop-down lists that repeat to set displayed metrics), we also considered a third
AOI type we called ‘AOI Metrics’ for: WHAT? attributes (the type of extreme events causing the
damage and type of insurance data) and WHEN? attributes (the year of paying the compensation).
AOI Metrics covered 19.7% of the interface area in the multiple-legend layout and 14.3% in the
single-legend layout. The share of AOI Metrics in the former was higher because of using buttons
and lists to control the same map features. This redundancy did not appear in the single-legend
layout, in which the AOI Legend included the AOI Metrics as well as a list of counties and a
map key (explanation of symbology of graduated symbols and choropleth maps). In both layouts,
the search box for municipalities was excluded from AOIs because this is not a critical element
changing between the two tool versions. Furthermore, it had a small size and was located next to
the information-rich labels of its neighboring views.

4.2.1. Visual attention toward AOI Views and AOI Legends
First, we analyzed the main effects of legend type (multiple layout vs. single layout) based on
selected eye movement metrics aggregated for all eight tasks (Figure 6, see Table 2 in Supplementary
materials for details).

Mean fixation duration (Figure 6(a)) is similar for all AOIs while solving the entire set of eight
tasks using the two layouts (Wilcoxon signed-rank test p > .05, small effect size r≤ .20). However,
the length of visits and visit frequency are visibly different for the two layouts: Mean visit duration
for each AOI (Figure 6(b)) is longer for the single-legend layout than for the multiple-legend layout
(Wilcoxon signed-rank p < .001, large effect size r > .80). Conversely, the number of visits for each
AOI (Figure 6(c)) is higher for the multiple-legend layout than for the single-legend layout (p

Figure 6. Differences in the eye movement metric for tasks 1–8 between multiple- and single-legend layouts (Error bars ±2SE;
***p < .001).

Figure 5. The AOIs distinguished in multiple- (left) and single-legend (right) layouts.
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< .001, medium effect size .60 < r < .80). Added together, shorter visit duration but more visits for
the multiple-legend layout (and the opposite for the single-legend layout), the total visit duration
(Figure 6(d)) for the two layouts is comparable (p > .05) (see Suppl. mat. Table 2 for details). Of
course, when two effects are canceling each other out, the finer analyses (mean visit duration
and visit count) are more informative.

Given the above, we further analyzed mean visit duration and visit count at the task level
(Figure 7).

As shown in Figure 7, Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed consistent differences between mean
visit duration and visit count for multiple- and single-legend layouts in the analytical tasks (Figure 7
(a)): identify (tasks 1–2) and locate (tasks 3–4). In those four tasks, the mean visit duration for all
three AOIs (Legends, Views, and Metrics) was significantly longer when working with the single-
legend layout than with the multiple-legend layout (with majority p≤ .001) and with a moderate
effect size (r > .5), (Figure 7(a), see Table 3 in Suppl. mat. for details). In turn, the number of visits
(Figure 7(b)) in most of the analyzed AOIs for the four analytical tasks (tasks 1–4) was significantly
higher when using the multiple-legend layout than the single-legend layout (Figure 7(b), see Table 4
in Suppl. mat. for details). The only exception is AOI Metrics when solving task 1 and AOI Views
when solving task 2: these AIOs were visited the similar number of times when using multiple- and
single-legend layouts.

More complex tasks, i.e. compare (tasks 5 and 6) and associate (tasks 7 and 8), did not give such a
clear pattern for all AOIs. Concerning mean visit duration (Figure 7(a)), tasks 6 and 8 were solved
with significantly longer visits in each of the three tested AOIs when using single- than multiple-
legend layout (Figure 7(a), Suppl. mat. Table 3). Whereas tasks 5 and 7 noted significantly longer
mean visit duration only for AOI Views. Regarding visit counts, only AOI Legends received signifi-
cantly more visits (p < .05; small effect size: .03 < r < .5) in tasks 7 and 8 for the multiple-legend lay-
out. For the rest of the AOIs, no statistically significant differences were observed between the two
tested legend layouts when solving tasks 5–8 (Figure 7(b), Suppl. mat. Table 4).

4.2.2. Transitions between views and legends
For all tasks, when using the multiple-legend layout, on average, a participant moved his/her atten-
tion from legends to views (and opposite) 159 times (SD = 67.4), whereas significantly fewer fre-
quent – 117 times (SD = 34.4) when solving the tasks using the single-legend layout (Wilcoxon
signed-rank test Z = 3.387, p < .001, r = .54). The number of transitions between particular interface
elements within AOI Views and AOI Legends (Figure 1), while solving tasks 1–8, indicates that the

Figure 7. Mean visit duration and visit count for each given task (error bars ±2SE; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001).
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majority of transitions were conducted between the map view and its control elements for setting
the metrics (the type of hazard, insurance data, and the year) (Figure 8).

As shown in Figure 8, in the single-legend layout, the transitions between metrics and the graph
were less frequent than in the multiple-legend layout (compare the width of the red ribbon in Figure
8). Another difference between the two legend layouts is the frequency of transitions between the
table view and the graph view. The two views are visited one after the other less frequently when
using the multiple-legend layout, in which the views were separated with the municipality search
box. In the single-legend layout, the views were located next to each other.

The share of transitions from/to legend elements is higher for the multiple-legend layout than for
the single-legend layout (compare the purple and orange outlines in Figure 8). Transitions between
elements within Views are more frequent in the single-legend layout than in the multiple-legend
layout, whereas transitions between Views and Legends elements are more frequent when using
the multiple-legend layout.

Differences in the average number of transitions between particular views (map-table and table-
graph) for the tested layouts, and between pairs of a view and an explanatory element (graph-
metrics, table-metrics, map-map key, and table-county list) were statistically significant (Figure 9
and see Table 5 in the Supplementary material for details). On the other hand, transitions between
the graphic displays of data, map and graph (the core of visualization), as well transitions between
map and metrics (the highly important elements for geodashboards) were not significantly affected
by the change in the layout.

4.2.3. The use of redundant elements
In the two layouts we tested, participants were offered control elements of the same purpose: But-
tons (marked with blue in Figure 10) and drop-down lists (marked with green in Figure 10).

In the multiple-legend layout, such redundancy refers to the selection of year – when? and also
what? attributes, i.e. the type of hazard and type of insurance data (Figure 10 top). In the single-
legend layout only temporal settings (when? attribute) functionality is repeated within the interface
(Figure 10 bottom). Animated scan graphs and screen recordings were analyzed to verify which
control elements were used more often. It turned out that participants used both options of select-
ing attributes for all eight tasks. Participants make use of all available ways of selecting appropriate

Figure 8. Transitions between elements of the interface in the multiple-legend layout (a) and the single-legend layout (b) (for
clarity, the average number of transitions fewer than two are not presented). Own elaboration using a Circos Table Viewer (Krzy-
winski et al. 2009).
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datasets. Similarly, when selecting date attributes with the multiple-legend layout, participants used
both available options (Figure 11).

Although task types did not affect preferences regarding the tool’s control elements, the use of
specific views to retrieve information necessary to provide answers differed between task types
(Figure 12). Notably, the change in legend layout did not affect the view used for getting the
searched information; there were tasks answered using the same views by all participants. Associate
tasks (T7–8) were answered by acquiring information from the map view, whereas task T4 (locate)
was answered mostly by acquiring information from the graph view. Other tasks were answered in a
heterogeneous way. Participants were adjusting explored views to the type of data search in particu-
lar tasks (and to their customs and preferences), but the use of elements for setting data (buttons
and drop-down lists) was not so differently used between tasks.

Figure 9. The average number of transitions between and within AOIs Views and Legends (error bars ±2SE; *p < .05; **p < .01;
***p < .001).

Figure 10. The way of setting the attributes from redundant interface elements. The missing share of 100% indicates the par-
ticipants who failed in selecting the needed attributes and/or decided to keep the default settings.
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4.3. Layout preference and SUS

After solving all tasks, we asked participants to indicate which layout they preferred. Most of par-
ticipants (75%) indicated that they preferred the multiple-legend layout (Figure 13).

Participants’ preference for multiple-legend layout is in line with the outcomes of the SUS ques-
tionnaire (Figure 14): The multiple-legend layout scored on average 80.5, and the single-legend lay-
out 69.5. 80.5 is considered between ‘good’ and ‘excellent’, and 69.5 ‘good’, both exceeding the
cutoff value of 68, above which systems are considered acceptable from a usability perspective (Ban-
gor, Kortum, and Miller 2008).

Figure 11. The use of redundant elements, buttons and drop-down lists, in the multiple-legend layout.

Figure 12. The views from which the searched information was acquired.
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We also asked the participants to justify their preferences by selecting criteria from a predefined
list as well as by verbally expressing their motivation behind their choice. Each participant could
provide several criteria. It turned out that some of the criteria were similarly perceived as favoring
both layouts. The selection of either the single-, or the multiple-legend layout was justified similarly
often due to being comfortable and providing an easy way to find information (Figure 15).

Other criteria differed in the share of given explanations in justifications of the multiple- and the
single-legend layouts. Participants more often indicated that they had gotten customized to the
single-legend layout. Whereas the multiple-legend layout was declared more often as having a plea-
sant appearance. While providing other criteria, participants commented on various elements of the
layout. We analyzed this think-aloud protocol for two aspects: (1) if particular elements of the tested
layouts were evaluated positively or negatively, (2) what adjectives participants used when describ-
ing the two layouts (Figure 16).

While comparing different layout solutions applied in the single- and the multiple-legend lay-
outs, 45% of participants commented about their preference for selecting variables using buttons
rather than from the drop-down list. The second most often discussed feature (37.5%) was the
proximity of legends to explained contents. It referred to functions of selecting variables, changing
other tool settings as well as map legend. Some participants explicitly admitted they did not mind
repeating functions and explanations within the tool’s layout if it resulted in a closer location of
legend to the explained elements. Participants also declared they preferred the location of the legend
at the top of the layout (32.5% of participants) instead of the bottom part (preferred by 10%, and at

Figure 15. Criteria of selection declared while indicating preferred layout. Make note that the percentage regarding the two
layouts referred to a different number of participants (75% of participants indicated multiple- and 25% of participants indicated
a single-legend layout). Each participant could select several criteria.

Figure 13. Participants’ layout preference after solving the given tasks.

Figure 14. SUS scores for multiple- and single-legend layouts.
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the same time, the other 10% of participants declared they did not want legend at the bottom of the
layout). Part of the participants justified the preference at the top of the layout by referring to their
previous customs acquired while using other types of software. Participants also appreciated a ver-
tical legend for the proportional symbol map, clearly visible explanations, and solutions they had
already gotten used to from other software.

5. Discussion

We investigated the effects of two interface designs on user performance and preferences in a con-
trolled experiment: with a multiple-legend layout and with a single-legend layout. From a perform-
ance perspective, neither our main hypothesis (that multi-legend design would have been superior
as it might remedy split attention) nor our alternative hypotheses (that information integration
would be easier with the single-legend design) are supported by the data. Given that the overall
response accuracy is high (60–98%), we might have a ceiling effect that masks possible differences.
Furthermore, we tested the legend elements at certain locations. While our design does facilitate
discussing the hypotheses driven by the split-attention phenomenon, the location of the legend
elements might be a moderating factor and should be examined in a future study. However, our
performance-related findings are in line with Lewis, Haroz, and Ma’s (2006) findings, who com-
pared various arrangements of multiple views (yet with a constant design and location of the con-
trol panel) and reported no differences in users performance, suggesting that perhaps from a pure
performance point of view, layout arrangement might not be always critically important.

Figure 16. Criteria of layout evaluation reported by participants.
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Interestingly, despite the lack of performance differences, there was a loud-and-clear difference
in participants’ opinions and preferences regarding the two layouts in favor of the multiple-legend
layout (75% preferred it). Also, the multiple-legend layout scored higher (80.5/100, ‘excellent’) in
the (subjectively rated) SUS whereas the single-legend layout was just above (69.5/100 ‘good’)
the usability threshold (68/100). Taken together, these outcomes confirm the fingers of an earlier
static map legend study (Gołębiowska 2015): Changes in legend design might not affect perform-
ance metrics, but they affect subjective opinions and the process of task solving.

Eye movement data – specifically differences in the visit counts, their mean duration and the
number of transitions between views and legends – provided insights that we believe explain
why participants favor the multiple-legend design even if it did not particularly affect their perform-
ance. For simple analytical tasks (T1–T4) with limited alternatives to search for information, the
effect of the layout was clear with statistically significant differences between eye movement metrics
obtained from the two legend layouts (Figure 7). For more complex tasks (T5–T8), where there
were multiple alternative ways to solve the task, we observed no clear differences in the patterns
in visual behavior. Interestingly, the change in legend layouts resulted not only in different visual
attention patterns on legend elements but also in data displays (views) which were not altered in
the two layout designs (i.e. they had similar locations in the visual interface, covered similar screen
space etc.).

The multiple-legend led to more transitions than the single-legend between data views and their
corresponding legends, i.e. to get the information from legends, participants made more frequent yet
shorter visits than while using the single-legend layout. We interpret this as a sign of ‘comfort’ with
the solution: Information was nearby where it was needed, and easy to check, thus participants did
exactly that. With the single-legend layout, participants exhibited more transitions between different
views (Figure 8). In this case, participants focused more on data views (i.e. the map, the graph, and
the table), possibly interpreting the visuospatial information from these without going to the legend
so often which required a longer ‘gaze travel’, or simply because there were fewer distractors (scat-
tered legends).

As Figures 8 and 9 demonstrate, the majority of gaze transitions took place between the map and
‘metrics buttons’ and drop-down lists located next to the map. This might be an expression of the
crucial role of a map while visualizing spatial data in geodashboards. Moreover, it can be seen that
for the multiple-legend layout, the metrics are also often viewed directly before or after reading the
graph module located immediately below the buttons. Therefore, most likely, the proximity of these
elements affected how visual attention was distributed.

Given the above, the eye movement data demonstrate the advantage of proximity between
legends and explained elements over gathering all explanatory elements in one place. Also
taking into account that participants repeatedly declared proximity as one of the reasons for
their preference toward the multiple-legend design. These outcomes support earlier recommen-
dations by Chandler and Sweller (1991), motivated by split attention problems due to spatial
contiguity (Moreno and Mayer 1999). Similarly, our findings are in line with Brügger, Fabri-
kant, and Çöltekin’s (2017) and Schnürer et al.’s (2020) observations regarding side-by-side
(split) vs. integrated views, all of which also have parallels to Gestalt’s principle on proximity
(Rahman 2017).

The single-legend layout – common in traditional paper atlases – turned out to be the less favor-
able solution among the two tested geodashboard interfaces. We thus confirm Dykes, Wood, and
Slingsby’s (2010) observation that static vs. interactive legends need different design considerations,
i.e. knowledge and guidelines for static map legends might not directly apply when designing geovi-
sual analytics environments. The functional grouping recommended by Schnürer, Sieber, and Çölte-
kin (2015) was formulated based on the study of single view interface, though in our case single-
legend was not better than multiple-legend layout. Not surprisingly, participants’ average visit dur-
ation in the legend panel of the single-legend layout was longer than in the multiple-legend layout.
One composite legend consisting of several explanatory elements can be more challenging to process
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due to limited working memory (Miller 1956) compared to the layout with multiple legends with
explanatory elements split into explicit chunks of information in different locations. Even though
the participant performance did not differ with the two layouts, their information processing strategy
was largely affected by these designs. The multiple-legend layout resulted in redundancy with
elements located next to different views. In the tested tool there were buttons and drop-down lists
serving for selecting hazards, the type of insurance data and the year. This redundancy was not per-
ceived as a disadvantage by participants, they make use of both ways of selection in every tested task.
Some of them explicitly declared it was a helpful solution to have the functionality repeated between
views. Our findings thus further confirm the position that information redundancy can have positive
consequences (Roth 2021; Song et al. 2022), in this case, on a geodashboard.

6. Conclusions and outlook

A geodashboard built with multiple coordinated visualizations is a complex software environment
that is challenging for a user, thus legend elements are important, especially if they are conveniently
usable due to spatial contiguity. In this study, we evaluated the usability of two approaches to layout
design: multiple- and single-legend layouts. The results of the conducted empirical study suggest
advantages for multiple-legend layouts, which we mainly attribute to the proximity of the legend
to the view of interest, even if the legend elements are scattered in various parts of the interface.
The proximity of legends to the corresponding views was convenient for users as they could quickly
refer to it when needed. Therefore, multiple-legend layouts can be recommended when designing
geodashboard legend, guided by the proximity to the explained elements. Gathering legend
elements from various data views into a single legend, as in paper atlases, was not preferred by
users. Functional grouping in the contexts of multiple views was not preferred and was evaluated
worse than the multiple-legend layout. The fact that 75% of the participants preferred the multiple-
legend design (and rated it higher in the system usability score) gives a clear message regarding the
subjective user experience.

Like every empirical study, ours also features certain methodological limitations. One example is
engaging specific participants and employing one specific tool as a study material. Therefore, to gain a
better, more versatile insight into the guidance of geodashboard design, collected results can be sup-
plemented with additional investigating including other users and tested tools. As a future direction, a
controlled lab experiment with experts from the insurance industry (target the user group for a tool
such as ClimRes) vs. non-experts or novices (such as students and graduates in geoinformatics in our
experiment) could be interesting. While we interviewed experts and this helped us better understand
the context, we believe a comparative study between experts and non-experts would yield interesting
differences in interpretation and information processing strategies. Furthermore, our experiment
could be extended by testing other tools with different design settings and functionality to examine
generalizability. In other words, further research is needed to investigate whether our findings also
concern other geodashboards in general and other CMV tools in particular. We also find that the
location of legend within a layout deserves further investigation. Participants discussed the top versus
the bottom of the screen as the best location for buttons and important features.

Geodashboards are used for the exploration of rich data sets in a wide scope of applications.
With appropriate interface design the exploration and analysis can be more efficient and more con-
venient for users, therefore we believe the investigation of layout design from multiple perspectives
would be beneficial in improving user experience, desirability/user acceptance of the solutions, and
lead to more effective decision support.
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